Structural Insight into Binary Protein MOFs with Ferritin Nanocages as Linkers and Nickel Clusters as Nodes.
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) hold great promise for numerous applications. However, proteins, carriers of biological functions in living systems, have not yet been fully explored as building blocks for the construction of MOFs. Here, we presented a strategy for the fabrication of binary MOFs. Considering octahedral ferritin symmetry, we firstly incorporated four His 2 (His-His) motifs into the exterior surface of ferritin nanocage nearby each C 4 channel, yielding protein linkers with multiple metal binding sites (bisH-SF). Secondly, by adding nickel ions to bisH-SF solutions to triggers the self-assembly of ferritin nanocages into a porous 3D crystalline MOF with designed protein lattice, where two adjacent ferritin molecules along the C 4 symmetry axes are bridged by four dinuclear or tetranuclear nickel clusters depending on Ni 2+ concentration. This work provides a simple approach for precise control over a binary protein-metal crystalline framework, and resulting MOFs exhibited inherent ferroxidase activity and peroxidase-like catalytic activity.